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T-Factor. Unleashing future-facing urban hubs through culture and creativity-led strategies of transformative time
Morelli, N.
02/03/2020 → 29/02/2024

EASYRIGHT. Enabling immigrants to easily know and exercise their rights
Morelli, N.
02/01/2020 → 31/12/2022

INOS: Erasmus+ KA203-2019-004: Integrating open and citizen science into active learning approaches in higher education
Triantafyllou, E., Teo, E. A., De Götzen, A., Morelli, N. & Serafin, S.
01/09/2019 → 31/08/2022

WeNet: WeNet - The internet of us
De Götzen, A., Morelli, N., Simeone, L. & Bjørner, T.
01/01/2019 → 31/12/2022

MUV: Mobility Urban Values
Lissandrello, E., Morelli, N., De Götzen, A. & Becermen, B.
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Designscapes
Morelli, N., De Götzen, A., Simeone, L. & Laugesen van Dam, K.
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